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Abstract
The problem of inverse flood routing is considered in the paper. The study deals with Euphrates
River in Iraq. To solve the inverse problem the Dynamic wave equations of Saint Venant are applied,
First the downstream hydrograph routed inversely to compute the upstream hydrograph, Two models for
inverse finite difference scheme of Saint Venant Equations (explicit and implicit schemes) are applied.
Then the sensitivity analysis studied for weight factors parameters that effect on the solution and study
the stability and accuracy of the result (inflow hydrograph). Finally, the computed inflow hydrograph
compared with the observed inflow hydrograph and analyze the results accuracy for both inverse routing
methods to evaluate the most accurate one. The results showed that the schemes generally provided
reasonable results in comparison with the observed hydrograph and the results for inverse implicit
scheme of Saint Venant equations are more accuracy and less oscillation than that obtained by the
inverse explicit scheme.
Key words: flood routing, reverse routing, instability, Saint Venant equations.

اﻟﺧﻼﺻﺔ
 ﺗم ﺗطﺑﯾق.ﺗﻬﺗم ﻫذﻩ اﻟدراﺳﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺗﺗﺑﺎع اﻟﻣوﺟﺔ اﻟﻔﯾﺿﺎﻧﯾﻪ ﻋﻛس اﺗﺟﺎﻩ اﻟﺟرﯾﺎن وﺗم ﺗطﺑﯾق ﻫذﻩ اﻟطرﯾﻘﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﻬر اﻟﻔرات ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌراق
 ﻓﻲ اﻟﺑداﯾﺔ ﺗم اﺳﺗﺗﺑﺎع اﻟﻬﺎﯾدروﻛراف ﻓﻲ اﻟﻣؤﺧر ﻋﻛﺳﯾﺎ ﻹﯾﺟﺎد.اﻟﻣﻌﺎدﻻت اﻟدﯾﻧﺎﻣﯾﻛﯾﺔ ﻟﻣﻌﺎدﻻت ﺳﺎﻧت ﻓﻧﺎﻧت ﻋﻛﺳﯾﺎ ﻻﺳﺗﺗﺑﺎع اﻟﻧﻬر
.( )اﻟﻣﺧطط اﻟﺻرﯾﺢ و اﻟﻣﺧطط اﻟﺿﻣﻧﻲ:  ﺗم ﺗطﺑﯾق ﻧﻣوذﺟﯾن ﻣن ﻣﺧطط اﻟﻔروﻗﺎت اﻟﻣﺣدودة ﺳﺎﻧت ﻓﻧﺎﻧت ﻫﻣﺎ.اﻟﻬﯾدروﻛراف ﻓﻲ اﻟﻣﻘدم
ﺛم ﺗم دراﺳﺔ ﺗﺣﻠﯾل اﻟﺣﺳﺎﺳﯾﺔ ﻟﺑﺎراﻣﺗرات ﻣﻌﺎﻣل اﻟوزن اﻟﺗﻲ ﺗؤﺋر ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ و دراﺳﺔ اﻻﺳﺗﻘ اررﯾﺔ و اﻟدﻗﺔ ﻟﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺟرﯾﺎن اﻟداﺧل اﻟﻰ
 و أﺧﯾ ار ﺗم ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ اﻟﻬﯾدروﻛراف اﻟذي ﺗم ﺣﺳﺎﺑﻪ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻣﻘدم ﻣﻊ اﻟﻬﯾدروﻛراف اﻟذي ﺗم رﺻدﻩ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻣﻘدم و ﺗﺣﻠﯾل دﻗﺔ اﻟﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ ﻟﻛﻼ ﻣن.اﻟﻣﻘدم
ﺑﯾﻧت اﻟﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ ان اﻟﻣﺧططﺎت ﺑﺻورة ﻋﺎﻣﺔ ﺗﻌطﻲ ﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ ﻣﻘﺑوﻟﺔ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﻣﻊ.طرﯾﻘﺗﻲ اﻻﺳﺗﺗﺑﺎع اﻟﻣﻌﻛوس ﻻﯾﺟﺎد اﻟطرﯾﻘﺔ اﻻﻛﺛر ﻛﻔﺎءة
اﻟﻬﯾدروﻛراف اﻟذي ﺗم رﺻدﻩ و ان اﻟﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺗﻲ ﺗم ﺣﺳﺎﺑﻬﺎ ﺑطرﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﻣﺧطط اﻟﺿﻣﻧﻲ اﻟﻣﻌﻛوس ﻟﺣل ﻣﻌﺎدﻻت ﺳﺎﻧت ﻓﻧﺎﻧت اﻋطت ﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ
.اﻛﺛر دﻗﺔ و اﻗل ﺗذﺑذب ﻣن اﻟﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺗﻲ ﺗم ﺣﺳﺎﺑﻬﺎ ﺑطرﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﻣﺧطط اﻟﺻرﯾﺢ اﻟﻣﻌﻛوس

Introduction
Euphrates is important river in Iraq , flowing from Turkish mountains and pour
in Shatt Alarab southern Iraq which withdrawing water from the pool upstream of the
AL Hindya Barrage. The river is surrounded by floodplains and considered as an
important region of the Iraqi agricultural incoming. The inverse flood routing appears
to be a useful for water management in Euphrates plains. The considered reach of
length about 59.450 km between Al Hindya Barrage ( 32o 43 40" N - 44o 16 04" E
) and Al Kifil gauging station ( 32o 12 53" N - 44o 21 43" E ), where the river
branches into Al Kuffa and Al Abbasia branches while there is no branches within the
studied river reach.

1. Inverse flood routing using Saint Venant equations
The basic formulation of unsteady one dimensional flow in open channels is due to
Saint Venant (1871). It can be written in the following form:
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(1) Continuity equation.

(2) Momentum equation.

where: t = time, x = longitudinal coordinate, y = channel height, A = cross-sectional
flow area, Q = flow discharge, B = channel width at the water surface, g = gravitational
acceleration, qL = lateral inflow, Sf = friction slope.
The equations (1, 2) are solved over a channel reach of length L for increasing time t,
and they are carried out in the following domain: 0 ≤ x ≤ L and t ≥ 0, Figure (1).

Figure (1). Direction of integration of the Saint Venant equations while (a) is
conventional solution and (b) is inverse solution [Szymkiewicz. (2010)].
The following auxiliary conditions should be imposed at the boundaries of the
solution domain (Szymkiewicz, 2010):
− Initial conditions: Q (x,t) = Qinflow(t) and h(x,t) = hinflow(t) for x=L and 0 ≤ t ≤ T;
− Boundary conditions: Q(t,x) = Qo(x) or h(t,x) = ho(x) for t=0 and 0 ≤ x ≤ L,
Q(t,x) = QT(x) or h(t,x) = hT(x) for t=T and 0 ≤ x ≤ L.
where Q(x,t), h(x,t), Qo(t), QL(t), ho(t) and hL(t) are known functions imposed,
respectively, at the channel ends. The Saint Venant partial differential equations could
be solved numerically by finite difference formulation. The derivatives and functions in
Saint Venant Equation are approximated at point (P) which can moves inside the mesh
to transform the system of Saint Venant Equation to a system of non-linear algebraic
equations. Two weighting factors must be specified, i.e., (θ) for the time step and (ψ)
for the distance step as shown in Figure (2). [Dooge and Bruen,(2005)].
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Figure(2). Grid point applied in weighted four point scheme

[Dooge and Bruen,(2005)].
The spatial derivatives of the function ( ) at point ( P ) becomes [Szymkiewicz,
(2008)] :

where ψ and θ are the weighting parameters ranging from 0 to 1.
The derivatives and functions approximated at point P transform the system of
equations (1 and 2) to the following system of non-linear algebraic equations
[Wojciech and Szymkiewicz,(2009)]:
1- Continuity equation.
(6)
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2- Momentum equation.

(7)
where i is index of cross section, j is index of time level, and ψ and θ are the weightings
parameters ranging from 0 to 1.

2. Inverse routing results
Two models for inverse finite difference scheme of Saint Venant Equation
(explicit and implicit) used to route the flood wave in Euphrates river (28/11/2011 –
13/12/2011). Figure (3) show the actual and computed hydrographs. the time intervals
of 12 hour is used for smoother curvature line of the hydrographs that calculated in
different methods and the average bed slope founded to be ( So = 4.3 cm / km ), For
inverse explicit finite difference scheme of Saint Venant equations the weight factors
were (  = 0 and  = 0.5 ) this founded to gave the most accurate results and these
values of weight factors are compatible with the [Chevereau, (1991)] study and for
Inverse implicit scheme the weight factors were (  = 0.5 and  = 0 ).

Figure (3) : Observed and computed Hydrographs in explicit and implicit methods,
Station ( 604+350 km ).
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Figures (4) and (5) shows model stability analysis with change of the weight factors for
explicit finite difference scheme of Saint Venant equations, The results show that the
time weight factor is very sensitive for model stability and only model of (  = 0 ) is a
stable model, but less sensitive for space weight factor.

Figure (4). Computed upstream discharge hydrograph in explicit 12 hour interval
scheme in different time weight factor (  )

Figure (5). Computed upstream discharge hydrograph in explicit 12 hour interval
scheme in different space weight factor (  )
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3. Accuracy analysis for inverse routing results
According to the inverse routing results the actual observed upstream
hydrograph is appointed for the error analysis by evaluate the deviation ratio of the
results for each model in different analytic methods with the actual observed inflow.
the error percentage is define as equation [Szymkiewicz, (2010)]:

Where

is the Observed inflow in upstream station and

is the

computed inflow by one of the applied inverse routing methods. The values of the
mean errors are listed in Table (1) which summarizes the considerations of each
method. Knowing that the percentage of the accuracy was determined as :
Accuracy percentage = 100% - percentage of error
(9)
The root mean square of error method (RMSE) equation (10) computes the
magnitude of error in the computed hydrographs [Schulze et al., (1995)].

Method

Table (1). Summary of accuracy analysis results.
Time of peak
Mean
Accuracy
RMSE
inflow
Error %
%
(m3/s)
( hour )

Peak inflow
(m3/s)

Implicit

3.038

96.96

6.694

264

179.29

Explicit

3.779

96.22

7.907

252

185.78

4. Conclusions
The inverse hydraulic methods represented by (explicit and implicit schemes)
considered the hydraulic properties with the actual cross sections along the reach and
the implicit scheme of Saint Venant equations gave more adequate results than the
explicit scheme, where the implicit scheme accuracy was ( 96.96% ) and for explicit
(96.22%). The results show that the time weight factor of finite difference explicit
scheme of Saint Venant equations is very sensitive for model stability and only model
of (  = 0 ) is a stable model , this compatible with [Liu et al, (1992)] as he concluded
that the inverse computations produced better results with (  = 0 ). While the model is
less sensitive for space weight factor (  ) and the model remain stable for wide range
of space weight factor values. For implicit scheme the value of time weight factor (  =
0 ) and (  = 0.5 ) is founded that it gave the more stable results.

5. Notations
A
flow cross-sectional area ( L2 )
B
water surface width ( L )
g
gravitational acceleration ( L/T2 )
h
water level ( L )
i
index of cross section
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j
n
Q
qL
QL
R
So
Sf
t
V
x
y
θ
ψ

index of time level
Manning coefficient ( T/L1/3 )
flow discharge ( L3/T )
lateral flow per unit length of channel ( L2/T )
lateral flow discharge ( L3/T )
hydraulic radius ( L )
channel bed slope ( dimensionless )
friction slope ( dimensionless )
time ( T )
flow velocity ( L2/T )
distance along a channel ( L )
channel height ( L )
time step weight factor ( dimensionless )
distance step weight factor ( dimensionless )
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